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Until 2014, the amount of migrants in mainland China reached 253 million, a rise of 32 
million over 2010, according to the statistics from the China Health and Family Planning 
Department. The quantity of migrants would continue to increase 6 million per year 
averagely in the future, which will reach 291 million at the end of 2010. 30 million migrant 
children, who live in the city following their parents, are facing many difficulties to access 
the education and some challenges in academic and social success in public schools.  
 
The purpose of this project is to figure out the main barriers to the academic of migrant 
students in public schools through observation and understanding of their experiences, 
attitudes, behaviors and circumstances in school, to conclude the key factors influencing the 
education experience of migrant children in the quickly changing urban society, and to 
identify the major needs of migrant children and the extent to which there are government or 
non-governmental resources available to meet those needs. In addition, a resource map will 
be produced that might be of benefit to migrant schools, NGOs and individual migrant 
children or their family by investigating existing resources to help solve the problems.  
 
Background  
Rural migrants are experiencing different work environment and urban life in the city which 
are affecting every aspect of their daily life when they entered the cities. Among them, some 
migrants do not have the access to obtain a mainstream or normal city life. Actually, those 
from poverty areas would suffer double discrimination due to the differences in language, 
religion and other cultural background. They also need to face social integration problems. In 
China or other developing countries, migration and children education play an important role 
in the society as education takes on an increasingly importance in personal mobility and life 
opportunities.  
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Built in 1958, the Chinese household registration system (Hu Kou) determines where a 
person can live, what social welfare and life opportunities a person can get, and also 
influences the inputs and outcomes of migrant children’s education (Solinger, 1999; Wang 
and Zou, 2001).  The most important function of Hu Kou is to constrain the rural migration 
enter the cities. Thus, if a person wants to move, he must get the permission from the 
government of both places (Liang, 2001). Based on the Hu Kou system, migrant children 
usually be divided into permanent migrants who have got the local Hu Kou registration status 
from the destination government, and temporary migrants (transient population) who have 
not got the household registration. 
 
As for the migrant children, the opportunities of accessing education at the district of 
destination depends on the status of Hu Kou system. In mainland China, there are two 
important rules for the local public schools to receive students. The first one is that students 
need to live within the scope of public school; the another one is that students need to have 
local Hu Kou in the area of local school. These standards based on the fact that the state 
budget for public schools, which is different by locality and could not be transferred among 
different districts, is given through local governments at the district level. It could raise the 
financial burden of the local authorities, if local schools admit the migrant children. 
 
Public schools required expensive “out-of district” fees (Jiao Yu Zan Zhu Fei), 2000 RMB to 
5000 RMB per year, to the migrant children who do not have the local Hu Kou in the early 
1990s. What’s more, migrant children also need to provide lots of documents and certificates 
which most migrant families did not have the capability to submit. Even for the migrant 
families who were capable to pay the schooling and to submit all necessary files, their 
children could still not enter the public schools because of the limited spaces of public 
schools. Thus, migrant schools which belonged to or were built by private companies began 
to develop due to the education requirements of migrant families. In the early 2000s, different 
from public schools, migrant schools acted a more essential role in receiving migrant students 
in urban cities. But, the resources of migrant schools were limited because of the limited 
inputs. And some migrant schools faced the challenge that official education departments did 
not admit their legal position in the education system. After 2000, benefiting from the 
individual donations and government subsidies, migrant schools’ conditions improved. 
However, actually, migrant schools are still out of the education system now and the migrant 
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children also need to experience massive institutional challenges, for example, a student 
could just attend the university entrance exam in the area where his Hu Kou is.  
 
In order to provide better educational services or help to the migrant children, some 
governments of developing countries would like to cooperate with, or give financial subsidies 
to the NGOs. For instance, through the operating of “drop-in” schools in poor area, creating 
cheap classed to teach the children who do not have access to schools, and providing free 
classes for migrant children, lots of nonprofit organizations in India build “bridge classes” to 
supply basic education help for children from low-income families to improve their study 
ability (Tooley and Dixon, 2005). In contrast India, the state government has rigid rules to 
constrain the NGOs who focus on the education of migrant children. 
 
Theoretical framework  
Ecological system theory 
According to the ecological system theory, the organism or a living system maintains a 
sustainable and communicating relation with the environment it lives in. in that sense, people 
are also considered in an interdependent and mutually supplementing integrity with their 
environment. In the relation, people and the environment are subject to sustainable change or 
modification for each other. Therefore, while analyzing the reasons for the plight of the 
children in their school career, we cannot only emphasize the migrant children themselves, 
but only consider their family conditions, school education, social environment and the 
influence from their peers. Therefore, after the questionnaire survey over the migrant 
children, interviewing their teachers and parents and adopting a participatory observation, the 
author has made an in-depth research on the plight the migrant children are facing in their 
school career, so as to thoroughly pursue all the factors leading to the plight. 
 
Social support theory 
Social support refers to the support in forms of perceivable and actual tools and expressions 
provided by the community, social network and close partners. When individuals or their 
families are mired in plight but they cannot solve it on their own, the material and spiritual 
supports from their relatives, friends, colleagues, community and even the society can play a 
huge function in helping them solve the difficulties. The definition highly related to social 
support is social capital which is a kind of actual or potential resources agglomerate. These 
resources are related to the sustainable network formed by mutual agreed or accepted 
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relations, and the relations are more or less institutionalized. The matter of the migrant 
children or their family affairs is mostly the result of the multiple factors when they interplay 
together. However, these factors are just out of their control, so when they are in such 
difficulties but they are not adequate to solve them, they would need the support and help 
from their friends, neighbors, the community, the country and the whole society. the process 
of the thesis matching the non-profitable resources is in fact the process of constructing social 
support system for the migrant children and their families, helping them fully mine and use 
the social support resources in the environment, assisting to build and support network and 
helping improve its ability in social resource utility and development. 
 
Logical framework and research methods 
Context 
The thesis consists of four parts. Part 1 focuses on explanation of background of the research 
problem, main concepts, research methods and framework of the paper. The literature review 
in part 2 provides theory basis for this study. It summarizes the literature surrounding the key 
concepts of migrant children and education access. 
 
The following part draw the thesis to analysis which centers around barriers and social 
network of migrant children’s school process. The main barriers affecting educational 
experience, like educational access barriers, financial barriers and discrimination in schools 
of migrant children and problems stemming from educational difficulties are reported in this 
section. And moving on to focus on discussion how to match nonprofit resources to solve 
educational needs of migrant children in the last part. 
 
Methodology 
This paper will use qualitative research method by conducting semi-structured interviews 
with teachers, students and parents of migrant children whose age is between 6-15. This age 
group was chosen due to the fact that this age group is ordered by Compulsory Education 
Law in mainland China to accept nine years of education. The data obtained in a qualitative 
research includes words, opinions, emotions, audio and facial expressions, and other 
behaviors. In addition, to gain a better understanding of the issues, other data such as ethnic, 
migration status and years in the city will be collected. Besides, this paper will also collect 
other data from papers and ongoing literature review. 
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1.Participant observation 
Participant observation emphasizes researchers going deep into the social context of the 
research target, live there for a considerable period and understand the research target by 
observation, inquiry, feeling and perception. The author has been to a school for migrant 
childrenand observed their classrooms, playground, hardware and software families, as well 
as the surrounding environment to get some in-depth, vivid and direct information on the 
campus living status of the migrant children.  
 
2.Semi-structure interview  
Interviews have been conducted with 12 teachers, 128 students and 23 parents mainly in the 
approach of semi-structure interview. The biggest advantage of the approach includes great 
flexibility and adaptability, which makes it better to help the interview parties maintain 
initiative and creativity. Around the interview topic and the simple compendium, the author 
has organized an in-depth and detailed conversation with the interviewees, collected rich 




Education access  
Education attendance, school experience and injustice of education access are three important 
themes in the migrant education research. Usually, we analyze education access from the 
injustice aspect like students do not have the chances to enter a school. There are enormous 
differences about education access between rural and city areas. Due to the limited financial 
budget and education policy, most of the rural children and rural migrant children do not 
have schools to attend.  
 
More often, “education access” not only refers to getting an education opportunity, but also 
to adapting to the study environment in the school. Clarke (1996) points three meanings of 
the education access: first, obtain the support to clean obstacles preventing the students from 
education chances; second, have the access to get the information; third, enter the schools or 
courses. Laporte (1997) suggested that we need to use the gross enrollment ratios, the amount 
of available schools and the quantity of places needed to measure the education access. 
Mortenson (2000) explains financial and budget barriers in education access. Miller (2004) 
says, individual responsibility and duty play an important role in education access. Waters 
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(2001) examines the subjects, conditions, various quality of social goods. José P. Salinas 
(2013) used a life-history research to figure out the functions and influences of social capital 
on migrant children education.  
 
In sum, education access could be defined as: 1) access to effective resources to solve the 
problems; 2) access to better quality social goods related to education; 3) families’ capacity 
and viewpoint of education access and families’ access to education resources in the whole 
community or society. 
 
Education access and migrant children 
Recently, the education access barriers of migrant children have draw lots of attention from 
the scholars. Zhou (2006) and Li (2009) both explain the reason why migrant children have 
difficulties studying in public schools is the inadequate financial budget of local 
governments. Qian and Geng (2007) focus on the Hu Kou system. Xie (2002) also explains 
that migrant children do not have the equal standards due to the Hu Kou system. In order to 
be accepted by public schools, migrant children need to afford extra money. Nielsen (2006) 
examines the main factors influencing the school attendance of migrant children like family 
income, parents’ education background, the length of residence in the city and parents’ work 
places. Liang (2007) notes that temporary migrant children who live in the city less than one 
year have least opportunities to enter the public schools compared to others in Guangdong 
province.  
 
Fang (2006) argues that even some migrant children become members of public schools, they 
still have other problems like discrimination or psychological issues. Li (2004) points that 
migrant children often bullied by local children in public schools. According to China Labor 
Bulletin (2009), it is difficulty for migrant children to take part in extracurricular projects in 
public schools because of the domestic income. Lai (2001) finds that the performance of 
migrant students from migrant schools is better than the performance of migrant students in 
public schools by comparing exam scores in different schools. As Han (2014) said, migrant 
schools began as a market-oriented reaction to the education need and played a self-help 
function.  
 
But Liu’s (1998) research shows that there are enormous challenges in migrant schools, 
compared to public schools, including higher mobility of students, substandard curriculum, 
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lower quality teachers, limited school resources and older age at school enrollment. And 
some migrant schools do not establish databases for the migrant children which leads to 
difficulties to handle children’s displacement and other emergency issues (Han, 2014). 
Meanwhile, there are only 58 of whole migrant schools are admitted by local authorities 
(Yang, 2007). Yang also points that the teacher’s salary of migrant schools is low and 
condition of infrastructure is bad. The opportunity to go to school does not come easily for 
rural migrant children. Their right to access the education is depending on their family’s 
incomes and on whether polices will permit them, or supply them with, that opportunity (Lü 
& Zhang, 2004, p.60). 
 
It can be seen from literature review that most of the research on the education for migrant 
childrenstill only rests on education equality at macro-level, with much less on the micro-
level inequality. Strengthening the research on the micro-level inequality and exploring 
solutions will be the priority of the future research, then, although the current research begin 
to touch the theories about the education for migrant children, it remains shallow research in 
limited scope, which has limited the public understanding of the education issue for the 
migrant children. In the end, the western countries like the US has experienced the issue for 
long and accumulated much experience in solutions. The introduction of the experience is 
undoubtedly beneficial for solving the issue. Despite the piecemeal introduction in the past, 
there remains a systematic and complete research on their experience. In addition, it is also a 
potential research issue how to use the western solutions to solve Chinese issue. 
 
Findings 
After entering cities, there has been a huge change in the life of the migrant children from 
before. Besides the improvement of life standards, the rich science information in cities and 
their modern urban appearance have widened the children’s horizon and infused their mind 
many new things and concepts. As a result, their behaviors, words and clothes are gaining 
increasing urban flavors. However, when the migrant children are enjoying the beneficial 
fruit of the urban civilization, they also have to face multiple problems in life and study, 
especially their school career closely related to their future development. 
 
Thus, the research identified 4 major findings: educational difficulties, problems stemming 
from educational difficulties, causes of educational difficulties and existing nonprofit 
resources. 
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1.Educational difficulties  
The most direct representation of school career plight is the poor grade and the seriously 
unbalanced learning. In addition, they do not have a high positivity in study and more of 
them drop out of school. 
 
1.1  Low	  academic	  scores	  
However, grade tends to be considered as the most important indicator assessing the quality 
of a student. In both life and study conditions, migrant children have huge gap from urban 
local children, but that shall be the right reason for them to build up the determination of 
changing the status by studying hard, yet the fact is sheer different. In the psychology class 
for Class 9, the author ever came across the report sheet on the wall. In indicated that the 
highest average score of all the subjects was just 50, but that was even much higher than that 
of English which was only 20. The number astonished the author very much. It was a class 
about to take high school entrance exam. How could they be enrolled with those low scores? 
To more deeply understand the school performance of the students in that school, the author 
interviewed all the head teachers and just found that, in similar cases, there could be only few 
students able to be enrolled, with most of them either going to find a job or going back home 
for agricultural events. The status of their school career is really worrisome. 
 
1.2  Serious	  leaning	  branch	  phenomenon	  
Before the migrant children come into cities, they study in the remote countryside. Compared 
with cities, the levels of education and difficulty in course are relatively lower there. Most of 
the children in cities began to study English at an early age, while in rural areas, they cannot 
learn English until in their middle schools. That can be a big barrier to the further study of the 
migrant children from the rural areas. In the interview, a head teacher from Grade 7 said, “it 
is really a headache to see their grades in English and math. Now I am teaching Grade 7 and 
most of the children in that class have never learned English before. Now it has been half a 
year, they cannot even know all the English words, and many of them can only get a dozen of 
scores in exam; some of them are even confused about the modification and division methods 
that have been learned in primary school. ”（“ 这些 孩子的英语和数学成绩真让人头
疼，我带的班是初中一年级，很多孩子以前根本就没接触过英语，现在学了半年多
了，连个英文字母都认不全，考十几分的学生有的是；还有些孩子现在都初中了连小
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学的乘除法都搞不清楚。 ”） Many students say the most difficult subject for them is 
English which is followed by math; and judged from their scores, the two subjects are really 
the most difficult for them. 
 
1.3  Obvious	  dislike	  emotion	  of	  study	  
To achieve excellent scores, the migrant children must have adequate learning enthusiasm 
and initiative, while they really have little of both. In the interview with the teachers, many of 
them complain the students are lazy and have less inclination for study, and they will not 
study activity without the push of teachers and parents. In the case assistance to the students, 
most of the service targets are students. The author ever talked to a social worker in a public 
school near his school. She said, “Things are better at this school. The teachers send some 
rogue students here who often fight and disobey rules. These children are afraid of teachers, 
and their parents are strict with them. They dare not delay in doing homework assigned by 
both teachers and families.” （“这个学校的情况还好些吧，老师送过来的学生一般都是
些打架、 揭乱等不遵守 纪律的学生，这些城市孩子比较怕老师，而且家长 对他们的
学习盯得比较紧，他们一般不敢不写作业，除了写老师布置的作业，他们还要写家长
布置的家庭作业。”）As the students in cities treat their teachers’ instruction as imperial 
edicts, many students in schools cannot actively finish their homework without the 
supervision of their parents. The teachers and parents ever took many measures to push them 
to study, but they have achieved little effect. Failing to finish homework has become the 
thing that worries their teachers most. 
 
1.4  High	  drop	  out	  rate	  
Compulsory education is a socialized stage that everybody must experience in modern 
society, and it plays a significant role in individual growth. However, over the months of 
interviews at school, the author ever contacted and tutored many students who had dropped 
out of school. After the instruction, only some of them were willing to stay and finish their 
school career, but still some insisted on leaving. A student ever deeply touched the author by 
saying, “it may be better for me to work, when I just stay here for the rough life not able to 
learn anything. It is purely waste of money.” （“反正在学校也是学不会， 每天都是煎
熬，还不如出去工作挣点钱的好，免得再这里浪费时间，更是浪费钱。 ” ）The 
author learned from a social worker at the nearby public school that, although there are some 
students with poor school work, none of them dropped out of school, because most of the 
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students were local in Wuhan. Therefore, it is a special case that most of the students 
dropping out of school are the migrant children. 
 
1.5  Inequality	  in	  access	  and	  quality	  of	  education	  
Although the country and government has formulated a series of systems and polices to 
protect the migrant children’s right of education in the immigrant destination, public schools 
in cities have a high threshold for the migrant children(there are harsh conditions against the 
migrant children). That was made worse by the limited capacity of enrollment, and the 
migrant children without urban registration cannot enter public schools like the urban 
children, but only have to choose private school for the migrant rural workers. These schools 
generally suffer from imperfect education facilities, inadequate teacher faculty and low 
teaching level, unable to provide an excellent development space and narrow down the gap 
between their scores with the urban children. Considering the limits from the policies and 
systems, the migrant children are seeing fewer chances to get into high schools in cities. 
2.Problems	  stemming	  from	  educational	  difficulties	  
Compared with the urban children, the plight in school work is particularly prominent in 
migrant children. And due to the large gap in life and study conditions, it is very easy for 
them to develop a sense of inferiority, lose confidence and get a pessimistic emotion, and 
further to cut class and even lie. All these problems deriving from the plight in study shall 
arouse a deep attention of ours. 
 
2.1 Prominent psychological barriers 
The poor school performance and the obvious gap from the urban children have caused a 
huge psychological pressure and formed various psychological obstacles. Many children have 
become prevent and apathetic with low self-acceptance, an excessive sense of inferiority and 
pessimistic emotion, and they are even world-weary and make light of their lives. The author 
has even contacted a girl with an inclination of suicide. The girl was a student in Grade 8 and 
ranked in the last almost in every exam in her class. She never took any exam, think she 
would bring disgrace to her teachers and classmates; she wrote letters to her teachers seeking 
for apologies for her mistakes; she even thought herself as a burden of her parents and burden 
all the mistakes---she thought she was hated by the whole world. She showed her diary to the 
author, and there was a paragraph said like this: “it is meaningless to live in the world. What 
else can I do, except making trouble for my teachers and parents? Being such a sort of girl, 
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what’s the significance for me to live in the world?” （“活着真没意思，我除了给老师和
爸妈惹麻烦，给他们丢人之外，我还会干什么？ 既然我是一个这样的人，在这个 世界
上还有什么 意义呢？”）The girl has an extremely serious mental problem. Over a month 
of case tutorship, the author and a social worker have temporarily discard her though of 
suicide. But in the later phone interview with her head teacher, I learned that the girl was 
diffident in everything and always got lost in thought with her head hanging down. Although 
it was a special case, based on the individual tutorship for the students and the common 
contact with them, the author obviously felt that psychological problems had been commonly 
spreading among the students in different degree. The teachers also came to prove that they 
did not have a personality as optimistic as the urban children. 
 
2.2 Frequent deviant behaviors 
The plight in school work is not only easy to cause the student’s mental imbalance, and also 
produce obvious behavioral anomie. Some students would gradually lose the learning 
enthusiasm and begin to play hooky if they lack successful experience in study. To avoid the 
punishment of their parents and teachers, some students change the report sheet, rob other 
students’ homework and lie; some shift their attention to something else to kill the boring 
time; due to the young age and the lack of correct understanding, they are easy to become 
“problem children” under the effects of the bad factors in the society, and finally commit 
crimes; some of them even take extreme conduct to vent their anguish emotion and cause 
serious impact on the society. Some of the students the author ever tutored were the 
conductors and victims of campus violence, and the author has also witnessed several campus 
violence events, and extremely cruel fighting was really a shock to the eyes. There was even 
a serious event of hurting a sister by a boy. After being criticized by his sister for not wanting 
to do homework, the boy came at his sister with a fruit knife. While paying attention to their 
school performance, their psychological and behavioral problems shall be given equal 
emphasis. 
 
2.3 Serious intergenerational transmission of poverty 
For the migrant rural workers at the low social class, the education for the children tends to 
be the most common and effective way to get rid of poverty. The prominent problem in the 
migrant children’s school education and the widespread poor school achievement tend to stop 
its upward trend and make them unable to change their fate and social status by means of 
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education. Many migrant children cannot get into high school for the low scores, and many of 
them have to choose to work after graduating from middle school. With the limits in 
academic background and cultural level, they are not qualified for a decent and well-paid job, 
but have to do the ones with low technical content like what their fathers are doing; some of 
them are even engaged in agriculture. In this way, the migrant children and their families are 
hard to get rid of poverty by education, and they have to reluctantly see the transition of 
poverty through generations.  
3.Causes	  of	  educational	  difficulties	  	  
Based on the theories on ecological system, the evaluation issue cannot be limited only to 
individual mentality or behaviors, but the barrier factors in environment are also the 
important reason for the problem. Therefore, while analyzing the problems of the service 
targets, we shall put it in the specific environment to find the real source for the problems and 
the corresponding methods and strategies. In light of the above theory, while analyzing the 
reasons for the academic difficulties of the flowing attention, we cannot just put the attention 
to the migrant children themselves, but take into consideration the influence of their families, 
schools, the society and their peers. 
 
3.1  Lack	  of	  intrinsic	  motivation	  for	  study	  of	  migrant	  children	  
First, they do not know the importance of study and their consciousness about study is 
inadequate. One of the fundamental reasons for the poor achievement of the migrant children 
is the lack of a correct understanding of study by themselves. They never realize the 
importance of study for themselves and their families. They usually take study lightly, 
thinking it is just a waste of time studying at school.  
 
3.1.1 Lack of motivation and enthusiasm for learning 
Second, they do not have a clear goal and ideal, and they lack the motivation to make 
progress. Goal and ideal are the dynamic and direction for one to advance. A man without an 
ideal is hard to achieve anything. In the process of interviewing with the migrant children, 
many children either keep silent or say they do not know when asked that question; some 
even say they will not realize the goal, even they have one right now. They do not have a 
clear goal or confidence. They cannot find the direction forward, or realize their life goal and 
value by working hard. The school achievement is just nothing of importance for them. 
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3.1.2 Lack of correct learning methods and excellent habits 
A correct learning method and excellent habit are the necessary conditions for a good 
achievement. Although some students are aware of this, and they have a lofty ideal and the 
determination to realize it, they do not have a scientific learning method and habit, which 
slow down their learning efficiency. Many students complain that they have too much 
homework, but it is not always the case. Based on the author’s observation and the feedbacks 
from the teachers and parents, some students have a weak self-control. They cannot fully 
concentrate on their homework, but play while doing homework. Few of them can develop 
the habit of previewing lesson, taking notes and reviewing after class. 
 
3.2 Lack of educational support from family 
3.2.1 Low education degree of parents 
The parents lack the ability to tutor their children for the limited cultural background. The 
cultural degree of the parents directly decides how much they could help their children. 
Based on the questions the author asked about the family education for the middle school 
students and pupils, most of the parents just finished primary school and middle school, and 
few have high school education background or above. In the interview with the parents, some 
also said even though they have middle school education background, as the knowledge has 
been out of practice, they cannot even tutor the pupils. Many children can keep up with the 
class with their parents tutoring them, but when they rise to high grades and their parents can 
no longer tutor them, they would begin to give up writing homework and see the grade 
declining,  
 
The parents do not have a proper education approach or education concept. A scientific 
family education approach plays a very important function for the growth of their children. 
However, due to the low cultural quality of the farmers and the busy schedule every day, they 
do not have the patients for their children’s education. Once something happens to the 
children, they usually give them a good beating without discrimination. A child complained 
in the interview that he was even pulled out of bed and seriously beat for not having finished 
his homework. Some children cannot think out other reasonable methods, thinking only beat 
can work for them. Their cognition has already twisted by the violent education approach of 
their parents. In the survey, most of the choose body punishment, serious criticism and deduct 
packet money to respond to the question “when you get backward in score, what would your 
parents do to you? “; while few of them choose the options of “analyzing reasons and 
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entering for opportunity class. It can be seen there is a serious problem in their parents’ 
education method.  
 
The weak consciousness in family education causes impeded communication between family 
and school. It is self-evident that study is important for children, but the migrant rural parents 
show much less emphasis on their children’s study than the parents in cities. That can be 
reflected in two aspects. On the one hand, they have low expectation for their study and they 
send their children to school mainly wanting they can be well prepared. They take lightly 
their study, thinking they can earn a lot of money even without culture, the idea particularly 
common in the parents in Qinghai Province. On the other hand, there is less communication 
between family and school. Some parents think they pay tuition and it will be the duty of the 
school in education. They never actively call the school unless something happens to the 
children. In the interview, many teachers complain that they do not even get a cup of water at 
the time of home visit and they are well responded sometimes. That has caused a harsh effect 
on the communication between family and school. 
 
3.2.2 Parents’ specific profession  
The low income cannot provide sufficient support for the children. Most of the migrant 
children’s parents take up the badly-paid job with little technical content. Generally, a 
flowing family raises two or more children, and the parents could not make extra investment 
for their study, besides maintaining the basic demands in life and the high tuition for them. 
For the answers to the interview question “Do your parents often take you to any venue to 
cultivate their study interests?” only 7 % chooses “often”, 22.7 % chooses 
“sometimes”,39.9  % chooses “seldom”, and 30.4 % choose “never”. The result is caused by 
the limited time and family finance. \the statistic result of the survey indicates that most of 
the flowing families are in poor family finance conditions. It is understood that, besides the 
textbooks and other teaching materials that the school demand to buy. They do not have other 
textbooks. And that is also caused by the hardship in family finance. 
 
To maintain livelihood, they have to put most of their time and energy to work and enjoy 
little rest on weekends. Therefore, compared with the parents with formal job in cities, the 
parents of the migrant children are obviously unable to give enough attention and support to 
their children. From the interviews, we can judge that most of the migrant children do not 
feel to have enough time with their parents. Many students in the school told the author that 
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their parents work from dawn till dusk and they can see little of them, not to mention be 
tutored. Some parents even want their children to help them with business and even force 
them to drop out of school. The busy work has occupied much of the time that the parents 
should have spent with their children, and makes it unable to guarantee the communication 
with their children. 
 
The unsteady work has led to frequent flow of the families. Due to the low cultural quality 
and the lack of necessary skills, the migrant t rural workers tend to have great uncertainty in 
their work. That has led to the fluidity of the domiciles. Due to the great difference in 
teaching methods, lecture modes, curriculum and environment in different schools, the 
frequent flow requires the children to constantly adapt to new environment and have their 
study badly affected. Some children may have just been used to a school, but they have to 
change to another place with their parents and adapt to a new environment. As a result, they 
are bound to have knowledge fault age and see their school performance decline. Among 20 
interviewed students, 16 students have the experience of shifting schools with maximum 4 
times. It is understood that a majority of students have such experience.  
 
3.2.3 Bad family education environment 
An excellent study environment is the important guarantee for their study. If they live in a 
noisy family environment with all the mixed sounds, they tend to get low study efficiency. 
That is mainly reflected in three aspects; first, frequent family contradiction. The huge life 
pressure and heavy work load get some parents tired in both body and mind, highly nervous 
and unsteady in emotions. The couple often gets into fight and vents their anger onto the 
children. That cannot only bring the children a quite study environment, and will also exert 
bad influence on the development of their body and mind; second, the complex work 
environment of the parents’. Some of the parents are self-employed, and their children 
usually study at their shops after school. The shops are so close to the streets that the students 
are always distracted from study. When asked “Do you have a quiet environment for study?” 
51% of the students surveyed answer “No”, and 49% answered “Yes”. The third factor comes 
from the influence of their other family members. Some flow families have many children 
and many old children have dropped out of school for long or are working in some factories. 
They tend to bring some influence onto some other students at school. A dropout in Grade 8 
said, “What’s the use of studying at school? My brother has long told me not to study 
anymore and said it was comfortable to work. I do not have the inclination to study already.”
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（“上学也什么用处,我哥老早就让我别上学跟他去打工了， 说是打工挺舒服，我就无
心读 书 了。”） 
 
3.3 Unsound education function of schools 
3.3.1 Unguaranted teaching quality 
The teacher’s different attitude to different students can also come to affect the student’s 
school performance. Much research has discovered that there is a close relation between 
teacher’s attitude to the students and their performance. If a student thinks the teacher like 
him very much, he would have a strong motivation and make better achievement; on 
contrary, if the teacher shows less care and emphasis on the student, he would get worse in 
performance. In the interview with students, a student with poor performance said, “Our 
teacher prefers the students with better performance, and always ignores the poor students 
like us and even arranges us to the back of the classroom. Over time, we do not want to study 
any more, since the teacher does not want us to learn well.” When a student feels less 
emphasis from his teacher, the interest in study would fade away.   
 
Some teachers’ violent teaching style has caused bad teacher-student relation. A scientific 
and reasonable teaching method is easy to be accepted by students and stimulate their 
interests. In most of the private middle schools, the teachers with bachelor degree just hold a 
small proportion; some teachers are low in quality and lack a scientific teaching method. The 
author has also got some understanding of the teachers’ teaching method in the school. Most 
of the teachers there can have a scientific educational approach, and they can stimulate the 
students’ interest in study and care for the students after class, but some still take violent 
behaviors and harsh attitude. In the interview with the teachers, the author witnessed the 
teaching method of some teachers’ who used “pig” to insult the students, knock the students’ 
head, smash the students’ face with their exercise books , and more commonly punish the 
students to stand. Some teachers even stood in the corridor to loudly scold the students with 
earphone in their ears. Some students are scared to say anything in front of their teachers. As 
a result, it is bound to affect teacher-student relation and the students’ school performance. 
 
The heavy pressure in work tends to affect the teachers’ work efficiency and enthusiasm. Due 
to the inadequate teaching faculty power in private schools, the teachers in private schools 
face a large work load and heavy pressure. In the interview, some teachers complain they 
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have at least …classes every week; they have to check the students’ homework but have less 
time for rest. It is also a big blow to their positivity, when they cannot see much improvement 
in the students’ performance after having put in much effort. Some students do not even show 
any respect to the teachers. The author was told by the students that, if they do not like the 
subject, they would intend to play rouge in class, or even through chalk ends to the teachers; 
some parents may show rude behaviors in front of the teachers when they pay visit to the 
students---all these have dampened the enthusiasm of the teachers and let them not see the 
sense of value. Over the time, the teachers may get fed up with their work and gradually lose 
their enthusiasm, and in turn, affect the students’ school performance.  
 
3.3.2 Drawback of school management system 
First, the low treatment for teachers has caused the drain of teacher resources. The teachers in 
the schools for migrant t rural workers see a big gap from the public school teachers in salary 
treatment. The ￥2，000  salary is a huge pressure for the teachers living in Shenzhen. There 
is also such an insensible regulation in school management system that teachers are fined for 
the illegal cases in class. Second, the teachers are enjoying a weak office conditions. Each 
office can at least hold a dozen of teachers. No air-conditioning in the offices. When summer 
comes, the hot weather is so unbearable for the teachers. In addition, many teachers treat the 
private schools as the pavement for their career in public schools and they just shifted their 
jobs when they become capable. Therefore, these schools have a high fluidity in teachers. 
The frequent change of the teachers tends to affect the students’ school performance.  
 
Second, the high tuition fee has in a sense increased the possibility of dropping out. It is 
understood that the tuition fee in a primary school is ￥2,000 for each student in every 
semester. In a middle school, it is ￥2,300 in the middle school, plus ￥300 for extra 
tutorship, and some other fees for outdoor activities and accommodation, totaling ￥5,000 for 
each student every year. However, a rural worker at least raises two children. The investment 
in education can be a huge drain on their finance. Therefore, when the students get poor 
score, their parents tend to drop their children out of school. On one hand, they do this out of 
the financial pressure, and on the other under the influence of the concept that “school 
education is useless. It is understood from the interview that most of the drop-outs choose to 
work as a waiter or salesman to alleviate their families’ finance pressure. Last, it results from 
the weak awareness in quality-oriented education and the heavy burden from school work. To 
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promote their full development, the country has been encouraging and advocating quality-
oriented education, however, most of the schools for migrant rural workers still adopt the 
traditional exam-oriented education departing from the education purpose and rule, purely in 
pursuit of economic benefits. The courses like art, music, ideology and morality, psychology 
can be seen in their curricular sheet, but they just have them on it as a response to the 
inspection of the above level. Besides one P.E. class in every week, most of these classes are 
generally occupied by Chinese, math and English, leaving multi-media classroom, activity 
classroom and library to be furnishings. In face of the heavy burden, metal pressure and 
boring school life, they gradually lost their interest in study.  
 
3.3.3 Influence from dropouts 
Peer group is a close group formed by the children at the same social status and age. Its 
members are generally close in family background, age and hobbies, etc. They often gather 
together and exert much influence on each other. The peer group here mainly refers to the 
classmates and friends of migrant children. It is said that “ He who lies with dogs must rise 
up with flea”. In the group, besides the influence from their relation with other students on 
the school work, the influence from the drop-outs can also not be neglected. The author often 
sees some teenagers (most of them are drop-outs) at the gate of schools sitting together 
playing cards, horsing around, they may also be seen playing in net bars and billiards halls. 
Seeing their classmates drop out and live a free life outside school, the migrant children, with 
less motivation in study, may begin to germinate the same idea to get rid of the tough life. 
 
3.4 Disadvantages of social environment 
3.4.1 Poor community environment 
Community environment plays an important role in the socialized process of children and 
teenagers. The overall atmosphere of the community affects their healthy development. if 
there lacks of entertainment facilities, activity sites for the children and teenagers in the 
community, but full of game halls, net bars, dancing bars with all sorts of people and fighting 
events, the children and teenagers tend to be exposed to the bad effects. Based on the author’s 
observation and understanding of his community, the community is a typical “village in city 
(城中村)” living with immigrant workers with weak relation ties and less communication. 
There are many small vendors in the community, calling for sales. The school is located in 
this noisy place and the idle fellows roaming around in the community and school. For the 
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lack of entertainment facilities, the students have to go to net bars to spend time. Such a noisy 
environment without a steady learning atmosphere tends to badly affect the study of the 
migrant children. 
 
3.4.2 Unperfect police  
The country has adopted a series of policies and systems in recent years to guarantee the 
migrant children’s rights for compulsory education in the immigrant areas, for example, the 
State of Council reiterated in the “forty article” formulated to solve the problems of rural 
immigrants workers formulated: the country and local governments must make sure the 
children of the rural migrant workers must be able to equally accept nine-year compulsory 
education, and specified that the expense shall be borne by local governments. However, 
there is inevitably some problems in the implementation of these policies and systems in 
some places and these expenses are generally allocated to the public school in the migration 
destinations. But few of the migrant children have the qualification to get enrolled into public 
schools. Therefore, these favorable polices are still hard to benefit the migrant children. 
 
Due to the limitations of the household registration system, education promotion is a very 
serious issue that the migrant children are facing in the process of education. At present, our 
educational system is adopting the policy of promoting to the schools where your house 
registration is during the period of Planned Economy. That means even some cities allow the 
migrant children to take exams in the destination areas, but the educational conditions are 
very harsh. Therefore, the migrant children can either choose vocational schools or drop out 
or go back to their native place. But the teaching materials, contents and modes largely vary, 
causing great trouble to their study. It is understood that few of the migrant children can 
smoothly get enrolled into high schools or universities after they come back to their native 
registration. In addition, the country is also issuing its welfare policy and guarantee system 
for the peasants based on their place of domicile. For the flowing families, because they have 
left their families for long and even do not plan to go back to their native place, the national 
farewell policy cannot truly benefit the emigrant rural workers or support the flowing 
families. Therefore, the registration policy with rural separated from cities that we have 
adopted for long, and the inadequate policy support can extremely hinder the development of 
the flow children’s school career. 
 
3.4.3 Negative social atmosphere  
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With the transition of our society, the concept of “knowledge changes fate” is changing. 
Some wrong values begin to mislead people’s thought, such as the case of “daddy-is-the-
key”. Many people think a good family background is better than a good education. As the 
employment situation goes serious, considerable amount of students choose to stay at home 
waiting for jobs, and some network and media also reported that some college students are 
even selling pork, running a roast duck shop and polishing leather shoes. These phenomena 
have spread the argument across the society that “education is useless”, and make parents 
getting more doubtful about the value of education. The influence seems more serious on the 
flowing families at low social class. In an interview, a parent helplessly said, “We want our 
children to achieve something, but what difference can it make to drain the poor family to 
cultivate a college student? It’s useless to have college education when we do not have the 
relation to get an advantageous job. We do not have money or power, how can we have the 
ability to help our children find a decent job. When so many college students come out 
university without a job, it might be better to go to work earlier.” （“ 我们也不是不想让孩
子有出 息，但是我们家里条件不好，就算花费大精力培养出 个大学生又能怎样呢， 
现在找工作都靠关系， 读书再好，没有关系也是没用的，我们一没钱二没权，哪有能
力给孩子找个好工作，大学生上这么多年学都找不到工作的不有的是吗， 还不如早点
出 来打工挣钱呢。”）It is easy for the rural families at disadvantageous position to get 
influenced by multiple harmful social customs and develop a concept that “as the cost for 
education rises, the hope is getting dim”. As a result, they gradually lost confidence for their 
children’s future and their own fate. 
 
4. Existing nonprofit resources 
As we discussed before, in Wuhan, migrant children are facing many educational difficulties 
and problems stemming from these educational difficulties. They and their parents do not 
know who could help them and how to find the help. There are also some NGOs which could 
provide help for migrant children, but they do not reach this kind of group. In order to help 
migrant children and their families get access to social services and solve information 
asymmetry problem, this paper collects nonprofit resources in Wuhan including 20 NGOs 
(Form 1), 14 foundations (Form 2),  and 13 voluntary teams(Form 3)  during research. 
However, in the practical interview, the author discovered that the nonprofit organizations in 
Wuhan cannot provide effective service and support, and that can be specifically seen from 
the following facts: 
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4.1 Unprofessional social service 
In Wuhan, the social workers neither had systematic and complete practical training during 
the time at schools, nor have much social work experience; therefore, they need long time to 
grasp the practical operating skills after employment. Meanwhile, due to the low salary 
welfare and the large turnover rate, those who are working at the first line of the social work 
organization are usually the inexperienced workers just out of colleges；assessment is a kind 
of feedbacks on the implementation status of service projects, a channel of improving service 
quality and the indispensable link in social work. However, due to the lack of professional 
workers and the imperfect service process, almost all the social work organizations cannot 
work out a clear set of assessment indicators, or get a proper method to make an in-death 
assessment. Many social workers have some nominal supervisors or share only supervisor 
with other organization; as a result, it tends to badly affect the implementation of the projects, 
since the supervisors tend to be unfamiliar with the projects and fail to play their function. 
Form 1 Nonprofit organizations in Wuhan 








广场 401室   82723917   开展围棋培训和小型比赛活动  
武汉市体育舞蹈中心俱乐部   解放大道 612号武汉体育馆内   83766523   传授体育舞蹈技术，参加各级
比赛  










13797036116   社会工作咨询，辅导，培训  
武汉博雅社会工作服务中心   华中师范大学社会学院   67868372       
武汉市道能义工服务中心   武汉市硚口区宗关街发展一村

















城 3004   13971381935  
开展社会工作咨询、辅导、培
训  





园四期 5栋 2单元 101室   13018062222   开展社会工作咨询、辅导  
武汉上善发展服务中心   武汉市江岸区香港路 264号西
马新村 12A栋   85615810   /  











栋 2单元 3层 D室  
  /   /  
湖北省春雨心理健康研究中心   华中师范大学   67863996   /  
武汉中德心理研究院   江汉区发展大道 486号元辰世
纪一栋 301室   027-­82649951   /  









4.2 Complex application procedure for finance aid 
The current foundations can supply two kinds of finance aid for the migrant children and 
their families: independent application announced by the foundations on their official website 
or through media, and the recommendations by the partners under the cooperation of the 
foundation, women association and other organizations. Because the parents of the migrant 
children do not pay much attention to such information, and they need to submit the original 
Hukou and the certificates of their former and current units, only 5% of the migrant children 
can finally get the aid. 
Form 2 Foundations in Wuhan 
NAME   ADDRESS   TEL  
省青少年发展基金会   武昌水果湖东三路 7号   87367273  
刘道玉教育基金会   武昌洪山鲁磨路 369号   13397102336  
武汉大学教育发展基金会   武汉大学半山庐   68752563  
武汉市青少年发展基金会   汉口天门墩 91号   85499902  
武汉张培刚发展基金会   武汉珞瑜路 1037号   87543151  
省教育基金会   武昌洪山路 8号   87328090  
省博昊济学基金会   洪山区关山村冷水铺华乐商务中心   87393989  
湖北省荆圃英才奖励基金会   荆州市沙市区北京中路 269号   13972122258  
湖北省外出务工农民救助基金
会   省委大院   87237036  
省妇女儿童发展基金会   武昌水果湖省委大院省妇联办公楼   87232572  
湖北省信义兄弟农民工帮扶基
金会   武汉市黄陂区民政局五楼黄陂区慈善总会   61002937  
湖北省自强教育基金会   洪山区关山街关山口特 1号   13871300066  
湖北省育才助学基金会   武汉市江岸区解放大道中储物流商务三厅 3268室   /  
湖北省春辉助学基金会   武汉市东湖开发区华中科技大学科技园天喻楼   /  
 
4.3 Unsteady voluntary teams 
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Most of the volunteer service is provided to the primary and middle schools by college 
volunteer organization, mainly led by the college freshmen and sophomores. They just find it 
hard to maintain a long service relation with their service targets due to the frequent staff 
turnover and the unsustainable service projects；the college volunteer service organizations 
main provide their service by organizing activities, lacking investigation over the real 
demands of the migrant children, and neglecting the demands for building conventional, daily 
and professional service. 
Form 3 Voluntary teams in Wuhan 
NAME   ADDRESS   TEL  
湖北省儿童全面发展研究会   同济医学院妇幼卫生系   83691973  
湖北省孤独症儿童康复协会   武昌区解放路 238号   13397171228  
硚口区妇女、儿童活动中心   沿河大道 518号   83751617  
放学吧   江汉区民意街天后社区   /  
心心火义教之家   武汉市汉阳区红光路利民学校   /  
屋顶小学   武汉市江汉区复兴五村街道华安里社区   /  
友谊青少年空间   武汉市江汉区   /  
阳光成长计划   武汉麦鲁小城   /  
仲夏阅读   江岸区花桥街四村社区   /  
选修课堂   江汉区西马路小学   /  
素质培训课程   武汉市青少年宫   /  
大手牵小手   武汉市东西湖区走马岭街   /  
流动花朵爱心服务社   武汉市江岸区劳动街长江委社区   /  
 
Discussion and Conclusion 
Based on the discussion on the current status of migrant children’s education and the 
derivative issue and the causes by ecological system theory and social support theory, we 
have found that we still need to put in effort to the different environment of schools, families, 
communities and the society to solve these problems. What function can nonprofit sector 
play? What have NGOs, foundations and voluntary teams done? And what can they do or 
what resources can they provide further? 
 
1.What can be done in school? 
For a child at school age, school is undoubtedly the most important environment for growth. 
For the migrant children, due to the difficult in education in immigrant destination and the 
widespread difficult in getting into a good school, the schools for rural immigrant workers is 
the field attracting most attention of the public-interest organizations. On the front line at 
school practice level, the public-interest organizations commonly do such work:  
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1.1  Student	  service	  
Most of the public-interest organizations directly serve students including the campus service 
on regular basis and standing campus service. Professional social workers are an important 
part in the service. Social work means a kind of professional activity using professional 
approaches to help the difficult persons or groups out under certain social welfare system 
framework and professional values. Professional social work did not appear early in our 
country, but due to it nature in helping the difficult, migrant children have become one of the 
major work fields for many social work projects and institutes. In schools, social work is 
often classified as part of school consultation work to help students together with 
psychological consulters and morality education teachers. It means to provide consultation 
and service for school students in their school achievement, entertainment, emotions and 
interpersonal relation in professional social work approach. 
 
Take one of the social work institutes in Wuhan for example. The institute mainly carries out 
a “sunshine guidance” project on campus; Xiao Hua in Grade 3 can post a paper note into the 
mail box set by the institute about her sad emotion for her friends shifted to another school. A 
Chao in Grade 6 has an ingoing character and dare not speak in front of people, but he has 
really built up his confidence after he joined “sunshine guidance---courage commando” and 
took part in games, stimulation exercise and role play.  
 
Besides social workers, there are also many workers with in-depth experience in other fields 
who cooperate with schools and organize related activities. For example, Huazhong Normal 
University sex health education project has run systematic sex education courses in primary 
schools by training primary school teachers and college student volunteers. They aim to help 
the children understand human development, learn the positive knowledge and attitude in sex 
health, and the self-protection awareness and skill. 
 
1.2  Teachers’	  support	  
Teachers are the group that exerts the most influence on children at the first line of education. 
Compared with other schools, the teachers in the schools for rural migrant workers are 
showing an uneven level in professional ability and receiving less professional training. In 
order to provide better education for the children, some public-interest organizations begin to 
organization training for teachers. For example, the new citizen small-amount teachers 
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foundation supports the teachers in the schools for rural migrant workers who carefully 
observe the student’s actual demands and have excellent educational concept, enthusiasm 
and creativity, and initiatively apply for a small amount below ￥800 to organization 
education and teaching activities suitable for migrant children and creatively solve their 
concrete problems.  
 
2.What can be done in family environment？ 
As we know that parents are the first teachers for children. As the social cells, family is the 
most important venue for forming the children psychological quality. For most of the migrant 
children, they drift to cities just to live with their parents, while most of the rural migrant 
workers have to shoulder a huge pressure for life and have little time or energy to family 
education. On the other hand, they have weak family education awareness, lack effective 
family education concept and approaches. In that circumstances, public-interest organizations 
work to improve their family education awareness and ability at their family level and 
provide support for their family development.  
 
For example, one of the psychological consultation centers in Wuhan carries out a three ten-
minute” project, in hopes to solve the parents’ puzzles in children education, psychology and 
growth, help the migrant families enhance family deduction concepts and improve parent-
children relation by providing theme lecture, door-to door consultation and parent interaction 
 
3. What can be done at community level? 
Building community center and providing community education for children is a mature and 
common practice in the US, Japan and HK. Most of the migrant children, whose parents are 
so busy working lives in rural-urban continuum, and more tend to be left unattended after 
school than the city children at the same age. They have more blank sections and pluralistic 
educational demands for education than the children in cities. According to the Survey 
Report about Community Education for Rural Migrant Children, over 80% of the children 
expressly prefer working in community centers. For example, one of the social work service 
centers in Wuhan has built a children community center to create a comfortable study and 
growth environment and provide for the migrant children in the community with 
extracurricular consultation, children theatres, interest groups, parent-children activities, 
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summer camps and birthday meetings. This aims to strengthen their adaptability and sense of 
belongingness and create a harmonious community. 
 
4. What can be done at social level?  
4.1 In terms of social participation 
It is the operating goal of many public-interest organizations to get more people understand 
and pay attention to the problems of migrant children and get them into the activities of 
improving the children’s growth environment. In terms of social participation, the public-
interest organizations play a bridge role between the migrant children and the social members 
to introduce social resources to match the children’s needs. In 2011, new citizen foundation 
built a data platform online map for the 441 schools for rural migrant workers in 12 cities. 
Through online and offline supports, they hope to get more enterprises, foundations and 
individuals to strive to improve the children’s educational environment. Currently, there have 
been almost 100 enterprises providing donations and supports for the children.  
 
4.2 In terms of research 
Besides the delicate work at the first line, many public-interest organizations are also devoted 
to research work and conducted in-depth survey over the concrete problems of the migrant 
children in their families, schools and communities, as well as the causes for the problems. 
The research result cannot help the workers and social public more completely understand the 
social issues, it can also help bring the attention of the superstructure to the social problems 
and make corresponding policies. For example, the research sheet The current Status of the 
Schools for Rural Migrant Workers and the Student’s School Achievement issued in April 
2010 pointed out that the hardware of the teacher faculty in the schools are restraining the 
students development. The report can serve as evidence for persuading the policy makers to 
investment more resources to improve the hardware facilities and teacher faculties in those 
schools.  
 
As we discussed in the findings, the few public-interest organization remain unknown 
without an effective publicity mode and frequent contact with their service targets, and they 
do not use media promotion, posters or other effective channels to reach customers. 
According to the interview, among 20 NGOs, just 3 organizations were known by migrant 
children and their parents through friend recommendation. While the parents who are busy in 
their work are almost on an isolated island, not knowing what help they can get, or what 
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organizations can provide them with service, or how to get related information from an 
organization.  
 
Therefore, in the process of survey, the public-interest resource map (Appendix I) built in 
Wuhan for the migrant children has really conformed to the needs of all parties. Although 
most of the organizations were just organized not long before, even an organization of four or 
five can be considered as large, they keep trying in face of the numerous migrant children and 
the vast social problems. Their trials may be just small beginnings, but they can also be the 
small lights gradually lighting up the way ahead. The demands and situations of the migrant 
children will change with time, while the map will keep upgrading; what’s more important, 
more public-interest organizations will choose to keep working on it and try to create favorite 
situation for their growth.  
 
Due to the limited capacity and limit, there remain many flaws in thesis research and 
compilation, and the research remains shallow and unprofessional on the problems of the 
migrant children. Take the project for example, although it is possible to meet the individual 
demands of the children in a small number, it is hard to grasp and deduce the migrant 
children’s characteristics and current status in certain scope, and not possible to raise the 
minority’s demands up to policy level. in addition, while researching the social support status 
for the migrant children, there lacks vertical comparison, which makes it unable to accurately 
draw the disparity between the migrant children and the city children, or analyzed the reasons 
for the disparity. The arranged research only follows a qualitative research method, 
consisting of the use of the semi-structured interview as the major tool. This study lacks of 
quantitative research.   
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Appendix I 
Nonprofit Resource Map for Migrant Children in Wuhan 
In order to help migrant children and their families get access to social services and solve 
information asymmetry problem, this map collected nonprofit resources in Wuhan including 
20 NGOs, 14 foundations and 13 voluntary teams. Migrant children could check information 
(phone number, address, earlier comments, main services) from this map 
(http://map.iyiyun.com/2400.html ) and get psychological consultant, school work 
guidance, scholarships or other services from these organizations if in need. This map also 
could become an effective platform for nonprofit organizations to show their professional 
abilities, to measure their social impact and to improve nonprofit cohesion for helping 
migrant children; an efficiency opportunity to get customers, to know more about competitors 
and to obtain potential cooperation. 
 
Based on IYIYUN’s platform (益云地图, a social enterprise which supplies nonprofit 
information solutions for Internet applications), everyone could check, add, comment and 
share information in this map.  Specifically, migrant children and their parent could find 
appropriate organization (basic information, earlier comment, route guides) and give 
feedback. NGOs or other people could replenish this map with more information. 
Government could use thermodynamic chart to know where nonprofit resources are 
insufficient or not. There are three organization type in this map using different symbols and 
colors. 
 
The steps are simple: you could OPEN the map through webpage, Wechat link, Weibo link or 
other channels (We provide more than 15 channels for you. You could choose the MOST 
convenient way to check resource information.). SEARCH information by typing key words, 
like counseling, tutoring or scholarship, in Quick Search Box at the top-right corner; 
browsing origination type (NGO, foundation or voluntary team) you want on the left looking 
for suitable organization; or positioning your home in the map and search venue information 
around you (as the green circles show in this map) based on your location. CHECK 
organization’s basic information (phone number, location, main services) through the map. 
ENJOY services and help after signing a contract. COMMENT this organization’s service in 
the map and SHARE this map with your friends if you think it is useful and helpful.  
